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t is predawry and Sameetha has overslept. Bashir, her husband, calls her.

He speaks in Arabic... I do not understand the Arabic wordg yet I under-

stand his tone, gestures, and the diurnal pattern: Bashir rises early;

Sameetha wants to sleep.

Bashil forty-eight, thinks his job important. For three decades he has

lived in the refugee camp, and he has been out of work as often as not. Now,

through a United Nations agency, he has a porter's job. With a protective

leather pad on his back, he hoists and carries steamer trunks, huge bags of

produce, or pieces of furniture. As a one-man moving van, he earns the

equivalent of fifty dollars a month.

Sameetha and Bashir are the parents of five children, the youngest

named Nahla. Meeting Nahl4 who is sixteery I at once feel an affinity for her.

Like Kareemi [a young Pa]estinian womarL who Halsell stayed with several

times], she is tall and slender and has dark hair and dark eyes. Unlike
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Kareemi, she is painfully shy, turned in on herself, even furtive, like an ani-

mal in a cage. About her there seems to be the humility that comes with
knowing you are living in a very limited space belonging to others who are

more powerful than you.

I come to know Nahla in this way. I am visiting Bir Zeit campus and

mention to one of Kareemi's professors, Lisa Tariki, that I would like to live

awhile in a refugee camp. "No problem," she replies. "We have many stu-

dents here who live in refugee camps." And she introduces me to Ahmad,

twenty a scholarship student who is Nahla's brother. It came as a surprise to

me that Palestinians from refugee camps were atBir Zeit. Until then I had

somehow imagined all the refugees were removed from the mainstream of
life, perhaps like Indians on United States reservations whom we Anglos for

so long kept hidden from sight.

I talk with Ahmad, and he agrees at once that I witl be welcome in his

family's home. About a week later we meet in Ramallah. We walk along

sheets crowded with Arab Palestinians, looking into shop windows filled
withTV's and even commodes, and I realize anew that the world is divided

between those who can buy and those who cannot. Then we board an ancient

bus and after a fifteen-minute ride get out on the outskirts of town and walk

a short distance to the camp.

p.t".i.tg the refugee camp I feel I am entering some medieval ghetto. I
I-.rwalk along a narrow alleyway, skirting an open sewage ditch. I pass tens

of dozens of one- and two-room houses, each leaning on the other for sup-

port. I am in a ghetto without streets, sidewalks, gardens, patios, treeq flow-

ers, plazas, or shops--among an uprooted, stateless, scattered people whq
like the fews before thern, are in a tragic diaspora. I pass scores of small chil-

drerl the third generation of Palestinians born in the ghetto that has almost

as long a history as the state of Israel itself. Someone has said that for every

Jew who was brought in to create a new state, a PalestinianArab was uproot-

ed and left homeless.

We enter the door of a dwelling, not distinguishable to my eyes from

hundreds of others like it, and I see two women on their hands and knees,

both in shirts and pants, scrubbing a concrete floor. They rise, one somewhat

laboriously, as she is heavy with child, and the othe{, the mother of Nahla
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and Ahmad and other sons, a woman made old before her time by endless-

Iy making do in a makeshift home, a home that is only this room with a con-

crete floor and blankets stacked against the walls for beds. And, for a toilet,

a closeted hole in the floor. Nahla has never known the convenience of a tub

or a commode, nor do any members of her family enjoy that greatest of all

luxuries, a room or even space into which one can for an hour or a few

moments of each day retire, and in solitude meld mind, body, and soul.

-l-n" United Nations provides funds to meet basic needs, such as medical

I clinics and schooling. But no one has extended the kind of help that

would allow people like Sameetha and Bashir to somehow help themselves,

to somehow propel themselves into a bigger space, a fuller life. Americans,

for example, annually give five hundred and twenty-eight dollars per capita

to Israelis and three dollars per capita to the Palestinians.

"We are only severy" Nahla comments the first evening as we sit on the

floor. Members of the family-in addition to Nahl4 her parentq and her broth-

er Ahmad, include her eldest brother Zayid, twenty-fouq, a construction

workel, and his wife, Rima, nineteery who is nine months pregnant. Nahla

has two other brothers, Abdul and Salatr, who are not at home. She does not

tell me immediately, but in time Nahla says they are both in Israeli prisons.

T iving with Nahla and her family, I am astonished both by their poverty
I-.rand also by their will to survive under the weight of being a people

without a political pafiy, a govemment, a land, a people without an identity

and without a promise for tomorrow. I learn they unite through the shared

experience of exile. Once Nahla introduces me to an old man in the alleyway

near her home, and she tells me he is the head man of the camp, having once

been a village mukhtar in the area of Lydda. Her parents and others like

them from Lydda wandered from camp to camp until they found this old
man, their mukhtaq, and other friends from home and then they set up the

same kind of community, as best they could, that they had known before the

1948 war that disrupted their lives.

I sit beside Nahla listening to her read her English lesson. On the sides I
hear a cacophony of radios, loud voices, and wailing babies. Nahla, like

every child in this camp, is handicapped in her attempts to study. Moreoveq,
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Sameetha constantly asks Nahla's help in household chores. She has no time

to think or plan a future outside the camp.

"I feel buried here," Nahla tells me. "I know there is a world out there"--

and her eyes seek space beyond the ghetto walls.

Nahla's family does not own a television set, but hundreds of camp

refugees do, and Nahla sees, in regularly rerun Hollywood movies, luxuri-

ous homes with carpeting and bathrooms and kitchens, and a thousand

amenities missing in her life.

For so young a person, she seems uncommonly perceptive about human

nature and the unnaturalness of the crowded conditions in which she lives.

"My brothers knew when I began my period. Living so close, none of us

is ignorant about the changes in our bodiet about life," she confides, adding

that often she must undress before Ahmad and that he trains his eyes not seg

psychologically, what in truth he sees. "Once, removing my dress I deliber-

ately studied his face. I saw that his features did not change. I knew he was

'not seeing."'Only in this way, she explains, does each member of the family

give the other a sense of space, of living in a room of one's own.

\[ahta hopes to go beyond the nightmare of her parents' past. And she

I \ has one dream--to continue her educatiory and then--her eyes widen at

the possibility--to leave the camp and get a job. I ask casually, What kind of

job? And then I realize I am thinking of Nahla and her future as if she were

living in America, in a land that still provides alternatives. But I am in

Nahla's world, where as many as three generations are born in a cramped

room, and their only altematives are to survive or not survive.

Also, I am in a world where women have traditionally never left home,

and those who work outside the camp are liberated only to the point of being

"free" to labor in Israeli factories and return to what is too often called

woman's work.

I watch Sameetha, seated cross-legged on the concrete flooq, mixing flour

and wate!, and kneading dough into flat, round, ptzza-sized loaves. She has

only a hot plate, no oven. She must send the loaves outside her home to be

baked.

For meals, we sit on the floor around a low table. We do not use spoons,

knives, or forks. At each meal, Sameetha distributes freshly baked bread
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loaveg the main staple at all meals. I place my loaf on my lap, tear off a

chunk and use it to spoon spicy crushed chickpeas with garlic sauce. I lift
small bits of food such as oliveg eaten at most meals, with the fingers of my
right hand. Sometimes we eat sliced cucumbers seasoned with mint and

mixed with thinned yogurt. Most frequently, we dip chunks of bread first
into a bowl of olive oil--a big staple in the diet-then into another small bowl
of thyme.

Once, we are all sitting on the flooq, eating. Sameetha brings a pot of hot
tea. As she bends to serve, Bashir inadvertently turns and hits the pot, send-

ing the boiling tea pouring down Sameetha's thighs. She screams, curses, and

slaps Bashiq, who cowers like a beaten animal.

"Get the paste!" Sameetha shouts to Nahla, who runs to a small card-

board box of possessions and retums not with a medication but with the only
salve they have, a tube of Crest toothpaste. Sameetha, still grimacing in pain,

lifts her skirt and Nahla applies the paste.

After suppeq, Sameetha sits on the floor before an old sewing machine

with no legs. She motions to a space beside her on the floor, and she shows

me how she changes a bobbiru threads the machine, and turns its wheel. She

is using these gestures to tell me that the storm--with her angry unleashing

of words and her blow at Bashir-is past, and she and her husband will con-

tinue to care for the family and continue in the way they know to survive,

and that her striking out at Bashir was her desperate attempt to hit not him
but the fate that had brought them to this level.

1f)ften Sameetha conveys a hatred for Bashir. Or ratheq, a hatred for what
\-/life has done to him. In more than three decades, Bashiq, who looks

twenty years older than his age, has never been able to find himself, which is

to say he has never been able to find a means to extricate himself and his farrr
ily from the slough of poverty and despondency in which they seem mired.

He comes home from his porter's job looking demeaned, brutalized. He

reminds me of a bewildered Navajo Indian I once saw in a crowded city.

Separated from his lan4 the Navaio lost his sense of Indianness, his sense of
self. Now Bashir, separated from his "mother earth"--an expression both the

Navajos and the Palestinians repeatedly use-feels orphaned, alien, lost.

I meet other men who feel brutalized by living in the camp. They talk of
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their villages where they'rgrew up and laughed." Laughter is only a remem-

bered experience. Ibrahim, the baker is an example.

I accompany Nahl4 with a tray of pie-shaped dougtu to a small shop

where refugees pay a few pennies to get the dough baked. I find myself in a

cramped, dark room with a low ceiling. The room is filled with smoke and

seems like a dungeon. Ibrahim, a stooped, dark-skinned man of about fifty
who seems at the end of his tethet, says he starts work at 5:00 A.M., finishes

at 7:00 P.M. and bakes about a thousand loaves a day.

"I am on my feet all day, my legs ache, and my head aches from the

smoke, fumes, and heat. I work fourteen hours a day to make enough to feed

my family. My healttr, perhaps also my mind, is breaking from the strain. The

camp produces one generation after another of people who are trapped."

Is he training his eldest sory I ask, to take over as baker?

"I am trying to teach him to get out of this camp!" he bellows, as if I have

hit his sorest nerve. His eldest son is named Fouzi. He is seventeen and has

been invited to Russia to study art.

"Wherever he goes," Ibrahim says, "I am glad to see him escape from the

camP."

Walking back to her home, I ask Nahla: Is Ibrahim a Communist?

"I don't know. The Communists reached in to help him," Nahla replies,

adding "Many Israelis claim that if we recover a portion of our Palestine we

will create a Communist state. But I do not think so. We are Muslim, and

there is a big difference between the beliefs of our religion and Communism."

1|"" r4orning I walk with Nahla to her school and she shows me sever-

lr--/al of her classrooms and takes me to the office of one of the adminis-

trators, a Palestinian in his Iate fifties, who invites me to stay for a coffee.

Nahla leaves us, and the administrator begins by telling me he earned

degrees in Boston and Chicago universities, and that he was a teacher ':in

Palestine" before the creation of Israel.

"This is one of ninety-four schools for thirty-five thousand refugee chil-

dren on the West Bank" he tells me, adding that West Bank and Gaza refugee

schools, as well as all Palestinian refugee schools in the Middle Eas! have for

three decades been operated by the UN Relief and Works Administration

ruNRWA).
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"Overcrowded classrooms are our worst problem. We have not been per-

mitted by Israeli authorities to build new schools since they occupied the

area in L967. Our school population, now more than one thousand in this

school, has more than doubled. Consequently, we have to use our schools on

double shifts.

"Censorship is another problem," he continues. "We made alist of L17

textbooks we think necessary for the elementary and preparatory rycles. But

the Israeli government censored 42 of these. As a result, our students in sev-

eral courses must rely entirely on classroom lectures.

"About ninety percent of our resources come from voluntary contribu-

tions by governments," he continues. "The remaining ten percent is provided

by the UN. The Arab countries saved us from bankruptcy in 1979 when

Saudi Arabia provided the money we needed at the last minute. But the

Arabs believe that the refugee camps were created by the Wes! and that the

Western countries must finance UNRWA."

The administrator pauses to sip his coffee, and I glance around his office,

bare save for his desk and thrce chairs. I see no wall docorations, no photo-

graphs, diplomas, or books. What, I aslg does he need most? It is a perfunc-

tory question, and pencil poised, I await a perfunctory answe{, such as, We

need more books. But he is done with discussing school needs as such.

"Our freedom! Our freedom!" he replies fervently. "We are a people

exiled and held under the yoke of tyranny. We number nearly four million.
Three million of us now live in exile--in the West Bank and Gaza, as well as

in ]ordan, Lebanory Syri4 the Persian Gulf countries, and in scattered groups

throughout the world. Only six hundred thousand of us remain in that part
of Palestine that became Israel.

"About half of the Palestinian people living outside Israel are still con-

sidered refugees, and about twenty percent continue to live in refugee

camps. In our refugee school, I see the psychological effect of the prolonged

stays in camps: an atrophy of initiative, an increased tendency toward pas-

sivity and fatalistic attitudes. [t seems contradictory to say our young stu-

dents are passive, with loss of self-confidence and increased dependence,

and at the same time to say that they have mounting drives of vengeance. But

their hatred builds on their lack of freedom. Israel forcibly produces a gener-

ation of tongueless people, and we will, in the end, speak with fire.
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"For thirteen years, the Israelis have chosen not to hear us and not

to see us. An Israeli premiet Golda Meiq, said 'There are no Palestinian peo-

ple.'But ignoring us does not make us go away. Nor will the Israelis prevent

our attaining national independence. Since Israel became a state scores of

nations have won national independence, including some that number no

morc than a few hundreds of thousands. No power on earth can stop a peo-

ple from throwing off foreign rule, once they have made up their mind to do

so. Israel with all its guns and power will not stop us.

"The Israelis give two r€asons for not allowing refugees to refurn to their

homeland," the administrator continues. "First, the Israelis say the

Palestinians who retumed home would create a problem of security in case

of war with the Arab states. But Palestinians within Israel are peaceful and

quiet compared with Nahla and the thousands like

her trapped in refugee camps. The Palestinians

within Israel do not wish to be punished or

expelled. The refugees such as Nahla, howeveq,

have nothing to lose. She will risk life itself to
escaPe.

"The Israelis say, as the second reason why they

will not permit Palestinians to refum to their home-

" Israeliso/diers carrying guns
rushed onto our school grounds and
arrested Nahla and other teenagers
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grounds. "It was at the time of the arrest by the Israelis of the mayor of
Nablus, Basam Shaka. She and other teenagers marched near the school one

day carrying a placard stating, 'We are Palestinians. We must be free.'

"Six armed men who spoke Hebrew--later identified as religious zealots

from a nearby ]ewish settlement--jumped from a car and chased them onto

the school grounds. They fired their pistols and rifles around the students

who were in class.

"The assailants chased Nahla and the other girls fncm the school into the

refugee camp and began throwing stones at women and children who were

outside their homes. They even threw stones at one woman who was hold-

ing her six-month-old infant in her arms. She ran into her house, but the

attackers threw stones through her windows and fired shots into a water

tank on the roof.

"The civilian religious zealots left. Then Israeli

soldiers carrying guns rushed onto our school

grounds and arrested Nahla and other teenagers

and kept them in jail for two days."

Latet when I ask Nahla about the arres! and

whether she and her family have felt humiliated

about her having been in jail, she replies, "No.

and kept them in jail for two days."

I

I

land, that to do so would make Israel bi-national and they don't want that.

They want the state to remain ]ewish. The Zionists from the beginning,

although they themselves were secular, wanted a totally Jewish state. This is

why they felt forced to drive out the Palestinian Arabs in 1948. And that is

why they rejected the Palestine Liberation Organization's solution of a dem-

ocratic state in which fews, Christians, and Muslims would have equal

rights.

"High school students are among the most politically active in the West

Bank," the administrator says. "In America, high school students, even col-

lege students, are not politically aware, especially nowadays. Here, on the

contrary, students are the most vocal group. The high school students are

much more numerous and more visible. Teenagers originate almost all the

demonstrations and protests. They are very politically aware, and the

teenage girls, particularly, are always out demonstrating."

Nahl4 he continues, helped stage a demonstration on the school

Nowadays it is kind of a badge of honor."

rlahat evening, Nahla and I walk with Rima*her face chalk white--to a

L,"u.by clinic, where Rima gives birth to a boy, who she names for her

husband, Zayid. Rima returns home the next day. There are only 293 hospi-

tal beds available for all the refugees in all the West Bank camps--one for
every thousand. And there is only one doctor for every ten thousand

refugees.

Zayid looks like all newborn babies, amazingly small and fragile. Yet

Rima and the other members of the family insist I hold him and join them in
their celebration. They all accept another mouth to feed as a marvelous gift
of God. And where will this life end?

Bashir and Sameetha had come to the camp as teenagers, had married,

had five children, and had now become grandparents of a chitd bom in the

camp. And would the child in two decades foster more children in this same

1

/
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camp?

We in the West are easily critical of those in refugee camps who have

many children. such families have few amenities and forms of recreation

save perhaps, the finest of all--building a family and surviving through the

strength of that family. The diaspora of the fews and their suffering in ghet-

tos did not destroy their families. Neither has the diaspora of the palestinians

and their suffering in refugee camps destroyed the strength and unity of their
families.

ahla learns poetry by hear! and one evening she quotes a poem by a

Palestiniary Tawfiq Zayad, as expressing her determination to live, free

of occupational forces.

#,ffi ;:;H:::"' 
prodi gies

In Lydda, in Ramallalr,
In the Galilee...

Here we shall stay,
A wall upon your breast,
And in your throat we shall stay,
A piece of glass, a cacfus thom,
And in your eyes,
A blazing fire.

The walls of the room have one decoratiory a calendar with a drawing
of olive trees. Nahla takes the calendar from the wall and translates its Arabic
inscription:

I believe in a tomorrow.
And in the struggle;
I have faith in olive trees.

She explains the olive tree represents the future and the past of the
Palestinians. "The olive tree has strength because of its long, tough roots. our
Arabic literature mentions the olive tree as the cure of all diseases, and in the
holy Korarg the Prophet Muhammad says, 'Take care of the holy olive tree;

from it you will gain your benediction.' The color green and the olive trees

represent our fufure. We have roots here. This we know is our homeland."

t0
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hat evening Bashir tells a story he must have repeated many times. The

year is 1948.

"We were about fifty thousand Palestinians living in and near Lydda

[near the present Tel Aviv airport].

"The fighting rages around us, and we saw the Israelis advancing. We

heard shouts and an Israeli soldier told us they were ordered not to leave any

Arab civilians at their rear-to leave no one in or near Lydda. The Israeli sol-

diers at gun point drove us out." The decision to drive out the Palestiniant
he adds, had been taken by David Ben-Guriory one of Israel's founders and

its first prime minister.

"We were all villagers and none of us, none of the people like my moth-

er and father or anyone in my family, had ever owned a gury nor did I know
anyone who was a soldier. We had nothing to do with the war or the strug-

gle of the European ]ews to find a homeland. Yet we were being collectively

punished.

"I was same age as Nahla--sixteen--and I remember the armed |ewish
soldiers encircling our home and firing shots and shouting in Arabic that

they would kill us if we did not leave at once. Yet no one obeyed; it was as if
we felt ourselves tied to our soil. Soldiers dragged women by their haiq and

my father shouted he could not leave his gardery his trees, and a soldier

knocked him to the floor. I had a pet lamb, and I ran to hold the lamb. I was

not thinking of my mother or father or our home but of that small animal.
"I watched families fleeing as from a fire, and soldiers shot around them

and over their head+ driving them like cattle. Soldiers pushed us out of the

house with their guns. We soon found ourselves among thousands of women

and children. some old men could barely walk and mothers carried babies in
their arms, and led small children. The children were crying and begging for
wate4, all of us fleeing we knew not where. No one was given time to collect

even the necessitieg no food or provisions. I mindlessly grabbed my baby
lamb, and another neighbor boy carried a pigeon. On the first day of the

march I lost my little lamb. Others carried a chickeru a blanke! or a sack of
flour that represented their entire possessions on this earth. My mother

begged to refum to her village to recover her small stove, her few heirlooms,

but she was forced to keep moving. On the third day I saw my mother fall. I
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thought she had fainted. I felt her heart and she was dead. Then lateg, my
father died. The other Palestinians dug holes in the ground and buried first
my mother and then my father. I saw many old people and children fall and
die because of the heat and exhaustion."

He sighs deeply, and goes on, "One day we were palestinians living in
Palestine; the next day we were Palestinians driven from a land called Israel.

"We were tens of thousands kicked out by force, our villages destroyed.

Even the |ews admit there is not a single Jewish village in their country that
is not built on the site of an Arab village. They built the Jewish village of
Nahala on the Arab village of Mahloul, and the |ews built Gifat on the Arab
village of Jifta.

"The drove us out, they bulldozed our homes, and they built new vil-
lages.

"In 1948 I lived in one of about six hundred Arab villages in the part of
Palestine that was taken by Israelis. My village was one of about five hun-
dred bulldozed and destroyed. Now you will not find more than one hun-
dred Arab villages in the part of Palestine taken by the Zionists. The Israeli
leaders admit they did this. They are not ashamed. They do not try to undo
what they did to us. They justify their acts and glori$z them."

Once again he speaks of his famity's farm and admits he was never able
to find himself, "living on a slab of concrete. I tried-but I failed. Now my
spirit is gone."

He looks to Nahla as he talks, wanting her to understand his burden and
hers. Bashir knows he is spent by life, but he says, "Nahla, you, and others
like you, will make the struggle."

Excerpted from lourney to lerusalem
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IF AMERICANS KNEW
MISSION STATEMENT

ln a democracy, the ultimate responsibility for a nation's actions rests
with its citizens.The top rung of government - the entity with the ulti-
mate power of governance - is the asserted will of the people.
Therefore, in any democracy, it is essential that its citizens be fully and
accurately informed,

ln the United States, currently the most powerful nation on earth, it is

even more essential that its citizens receive complete and undistorted
information on topics of importance, so that they may wield their
extraordinary power with wisdom and intelligence.

Unfortunately, such information is not always forthcoming.

The mission of lf Americans Knew is to inform and educate the
American public on issues of major significance that are unreported,
underreported, or misreported in theAmerican media.

It is our belief that when Americans know the facts on a sublect, they
will, in the final analysis, act in accordance with morality, justice, and the
best interests of their nation, and of the world.With insufficienr infor-
mation, or distorted information, they may do the precise opposite.

It is the mission of lf Americans Knew to ensure that this does not hap-
pen - that the information on which Americans base their actions is

complete, accurate, and undistorted by conscious or unconscious bias,

by lies of either commission or omission, or by pressures exerted by
powerful special interest groups. lt is our goal to supply the information
essential to those responsible for the actions ofthe strongest nation on
earth - the American people.



"The vignettes of persona/ities in lsrael, the West Bank, and the

Gaza Strip give substa nce and veracity to complex and sensitive

personal and political relations... The book is worth a thousand

polemics, and Americans shou/d thoughtfully ponder its implica -

tions as we reshape our policies toward the Middle East."

- George W. Ball, former Under Secretary of State and
former United States Arnbas sador to the lJnited Nations

"Ihis ls a splendid book. lt presents an appealing, accurate, and

sophrsticate d treatment of the tangled and intricate problems of

the Middle Easf. "

- Clark M. Clifford, former Secretary of Defense

"The sympathetic and understanding approach is commendable...

An excellent work."

- Philip M. Klutznick, President Emeritus of the World Jewish
Congress and Honorary President of B'nai B'rith lnternationat

About Grace Halsell

Grace Halsell covered both Korea and Vietnam as a journalisg was a White
House speech-writer under Lyndon Johnson, and wrote eleven book, among
them the well-received Soul Sister.This essay was excerpted from her l98l
book./ourney to Jerusolem.

Grace Halsell is listed in Who's Who in America. She was named the Green
Honors Chair Professor of Journalism atTexas Christian University and has
received the LifetimeAchievementAward from the University of Pennsylvania.
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